Flight Reviews in Military Surplus Aircraft
The Pasadena Police Department’s Air Operations Section has utilized military surplus aircraft since
the late 1990’s. In August, 2014, Air Operations supervision sought clarification from the FAA on
when flight training hours could officially be logged per Part 61 requirements. The FAA responded
positively to the inquiry and confirmed that such training hours conducted in military aircraft could be
logged. A copy of a letter obtained by PPD in December 2014, clarifying logging of such training
flights conducted by and for law enforcement organizations in military surplus OH-58 helicopters is
attached for your information.
Since then, Air Operations staff have been concerned there is a prevailing belief among some public
safety air support units that Flight Reviews per 14CFR 61.56 could not “legally” be conducted in
military surplus helicopters operated as public aircraft by those agencies. In order to clarify this issue,
another inquiry was made to the FAA.
Per Sean Hayes, FAA Aviation Safety Manager (Acting), Airmen Training and Certification Branch,
AFS-810 at FAA Headquarters, the answer is, “Yes. There is nothing that prohibits a flight review
from being accomplished during a public aircraft operation (PAO) provided all requirements of the
CFRs are met. Part § 61.45 is not applicable in this situation since a flight review is not considered a
practical test.” He related that a Flight Review could be accomplished in a "public aircraft" OH-58
that otherwise meets the category, class, and equipment requirements.
Further, he related that in this situation, if the flight review was conducted during an “official law
enforcement flight for a Federal, State, County, or Municipal law enforcement agency” as per the
requirements for logging flight time in accordance with § 61.51(j)(4), the flight review could be
conducted.
Pasadena’s Air Operations Section thanks our FAA representatives for their thorough yet common
sense approach to this issue. In the end, we believe this clarification will help increase safety for all
those public safety organizations that use military surplus aircraft while being fiscally responsible to
the community in which we serve. If you have any questions regarding flight reviews or logging of
training hours, please contact the following individuals for details:
Pasadena Police Department
Mike Ingram, Lt. Air Operations Section
626-744-4606
mingram@cityofpasadena.net
FAA
Sean Hayes
Aviation Safety
Manager (Acting), Airmen Training and Certification Branch, AFS-810
Shawn.Hayes@faa.gov
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